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Breakthrough: A sudden, dramatic, and important discovery or development; a significant and dramatic overcoming
of a perceived obstacle, allowing the completion of a process, some previously unknown or unseen path, process, or
technology that, when adopted, resolves the breakdown.
Intelligence Agencies
The benefits for intelligence agencies would be:
Continual and unprecedented major breakthroughs in ……….
1-Coordination, cooperation and communication with all other agencies foreign and domestic
2-The effectiveness and efficiency of analysts and other important staff
3-The recruitment of highly effective in country operatives
4-The development of new intelligence methods
5-Leadership at all agency levels
6-The ability to interdict terrorist plans
Foreign Policy
Foreign policymakers, their key advisors and negotiators will become rapidly capable, far beyond
the norm on an ongoing basis of:
1-Identifying factors and issues currently unrecognized thwarting their international problem solving and
negotiating efforts.
2-They will then become able of formulate policies, strategies and solutions that will unequivocally produce
major and unprecedented breakthrough results. These will be results that at present few in governments,
in multilateral institutions or in the public at large believe would be possible or easy to attain.
The utilization of these resources would make it many times easier for the Israelis, Palestinians and their
interlocutors to conclude a mutually acceptable and definitive peace agreement.
This problem like those involving Iran, North Korea and many others persist not only because the parties
are resisting cooperation and/or the problems are complex but also because the conscious awareness levels
of those involved are insufficient to identify what’s missing.

Human conscious awareness varies from person to person. When problems are not solved, it is mainly the
result of issues or factors yet to be recognized.
3-The necessary communication capabilities required to influence public and political support for new
policies and strategies will also be there using these breakthrough resources.
4-Obstacles related to political bickering will also be diminished.
National and Homeland Security
The benefits for security strategists will be the same as above with the following additional
benefits such as:
1-The ability to dramatically increase the support of allies and adversaries for any and all security related
forms of cooperation
2-Substantial increases in the cooperation needed between intelligence agencies and between first
responders, state governments and federal agencies,
3-Substantial increases in attaining the funding necessary for investing in homeland security measures of
all types.
4-Breakthrough communication capabilities that would powerfully support influencing non-state terrorist
actors in altering their philosophies and violent actions.
The use of these extraordinary resources will demonstrate that it is possible to effect positive change in the
most difficult of people.
The use of this type of consulting and training has enabled clients to produce these results with convicted
murderers, terrorist bombers in Northern Ireland, violent union strikers and other felons. Human beings
conditioned to hate and act out, can be de-conditioned.
Note: In OIC we do not believe this applies to people who are unequivocally compromised psychiatrically
such as paranoid schizophrenics. However, we do not believe this is the case with most terrorists or radical
despots.
Those harboring hate, resentment, distrust or those seeking to dominate or harm others may likely have
certain psychological or social maladies but we do not generally believe them to be clinically insane.
5-The breakthrough ability to interdict and discourage home-grown terrorists.
6-Dramatic increases in the involvement of the general public in supporting the interdiction of terrorist
actions.
Just like the massive efforts executed by the general public during World War II, government leaders will
become capable of enlisting the ardent support of the general public to do far more than they are to prevent
acts of terrorism.
Before the major terrorist attacks like on those on 9-11 and in London the public was dangerously in denial
of the high level of threats facing their nations. Not too long after the tragedies, the same dangerous denial
has renewed itself.

Military Defense
The basic benefits for the armed forces of various nations will be:
1-Substantial increases in the effectiveness of military strategists and military personnel
2-Increased support from politicians in Congress or in Parliament as the case may be
3-New cost effective, advanced and sophisticated military hardware
4-Stronger military alliances
5-Breakthroughs in negotiating with military leaders of adversarial governments
6-Breakthroughs in morale and personal satisfaction.
7-Breakthroughs in open communication, relatedness and greater sense of well being.
8-Higher levels of personal responsibility for self, safety, other personnel and national defense.
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